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Abstract. As the workplace collaboration software market is boom-
ing, there is an opportunity to design tools to support reflection and
self-regulation of collaboration practices. Building on approaches from
personal informatics (PI), we aim to understand and promote the use
of data to enable employees to explore their work practices, specifically
collaboration. Focused on the preparation stage of PI (deciding to track
and tools selection), we invited office workers (N=15, knowledge workers
in academia) to identify meaningful aspects of their collaboration expe-
rience and report them in a logbook for two weeks. We then conducted
semi-structured interviews with participants to identify and reflect on
metrics related to collaboration experience. We contribute new insights
into employees’ motivations and envisioned metrics reflecting their col-
laboration, including the personal, social, and organizational considera-
tions for collecting and sharing this data. We derive design implications
for self-tracking technologies for collaboration.

Keywords: Collaboration · Self-tracking · Group-tracking · Personal
informatics · Computer-Supported Cooperative Work

1 Introduction

The recent COVID-19 pandemic and the need to work remotely spiked an already
present interest in collaborative tools. A 2020 report by Gartner [22] predicted
the worldwide market for social software and collaboration in the workplace
to grow from $2.7 billion in 2018 to $5.1 billion by 2022. Despite most people
working collaboratively and an ever-growing offer of software tools to support
collaborative work, there is a shared impression that subjective collaboration
experiences and non-instrumental goals are still insufficiently accounted for in
the design of collaboration technology [7].
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Personal informatics (PI) provides opportunities to collect and reflect on
meaningful data [16]. This approach is also referred to as ’self-tracking’ or
’quantified-self’ and consists of collecting and reflecting on personal information.
It starts with the preparation stage where the person decides what and how to
track. The practice of self-tracking has gained popularity in the past decade
and is now widely spread in the private sphere, where smartphone applications
and wearable devices (e.g., smartwatches, fitness trackers) support self-tracking
in well-being [28] and health management [11] contexts. However, it remains
under-explored in the work environment [16], mainly limited to self-reflection on
productivity [25], emotions at the workplace [32,44], or organization stress [50].

While personal informatics puts the emphasis on tracking as an individual
activity, recent research initiatives explore less individualistic approaches with an
increasing interest in studying and designing for more collective PI practices [37].
Among these, we see a focus on groups of individuals tracking data, described as
a valuable opportunity for collective sense-making [9]. Family informatics [41,42]
is such an example where family members track and visualize elements of interest
together [41]. Professional informatics (Pro-I) refers to personalized, data-driven
professional development [39].

With this exploratory empirical study, we expand the body of knowledge on
the application of a personal informatics approach in the work context, with the
goal of investigating the value of a user-driven implementation of self-tracking
tools. Our research questions are: (RQ1) What aspects of collaboration are
elicited as meaningful during the preparation stage of PI? (RQ2) What impact
does preparing to self-track collaboration have? (RQ3) What risks and opportu-
nities of data tracking and sharing are perceived during preparation to self-track
collaboration? We contribute insights into how HCI researchers envision metrics
for reflecting their collaboration experience, including the personal, social, and
organizational considerations for collecting and sharing this data. We discuss
how these insights inform the design of self-tracking technologies for collabo-
ration, with the main focus on the preparation stage of personal informatics
[17,29], one of the least supported in the current technological landscape [15].

2 Related Work

2.1 Understanding Collaboration Experiences

Vast literature from organizational behavior, business management, environmen-
tal science, education, and other fields seeks to comprehend the concept of col-
laboration, often focusing on specific collaboration settings such as meetings
[5]. However, most of that research follows a business-centric approach [7], even
though the effectiveness of collaboration - “joint effort towards a group goal” -
is not only defined by people’s satisfaction with the outcome but also with the
process [5]. In this regard, the notion of user experience and specifically experi-
ence at work [7,30] has gained momentum with the focus on the fulfillment of
users’ psychological needs [21,26] and well-being [7].
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Beyond the individual level, collaboration is a social activity [7] happening in
an organizational setting that should foster and stimulate a collaborative spirit
via a clear vision [2], supportive processes [3], and a shared concern for the
task [2,7]. To this end, workspace awareness,”up-to-the-moment understanding
of another person’s interaction with a shared workspace”, is beneficial to collab-
oration, and its support is a traditional concern for technologies used by groups
[2,7,19]. The relevance of time and space as contextual factors is growing, with
an increasing number of people collaborating remotely or in a hybrid fashion
over different time zones. Below we present the approach of personal informat-
ics, whose sense-making and empowering potential makes it appropriate to the
work context [6,16].

2.2 Personal Informatics at the Workplace

The field of personal informatics focuses on systems that “help people collect
personally relevant information for self-reflection and gaining self-knowledge”
[29]. The benefits of self-tracking are numerous. Thanks to knowledge about
oneself, individuals discover insights into their activities, reflect on them, and
perhaps even make changes [1,10,17]. While self-tracking expands into main-
stream practice in the domain of health and well-being, the office environment
remains a relatively under-explored area of study [6,24,38]. Among the most
frequent domains of investigation and metrics in the personal informatics litera-
ture, only productivity refers explicitly to the workplace in the review by Epstein
et al. [16] (representing 27 out of 523 publications). Prior work [24,38] investi-
gated the acceptance of quantified-self trackers at work and described specific
challenges linked to privacy and ethics. Yet these concerns remain largely unex-
plored [16]. Other authors have designed and deployed open-ended sensor kits
aimed at empowering office workers to investigate their working habits [6]. The
authors advocate for a dissenting voice to existing system-driven technologies
for office health and well-being [6].

As personal informatics is inherently about the individual, studies docu-
menting group tracking are scarce. For example, family informatics is a family-
centered approach to tracking where “all family members participate in and ben-
efit from tracking” [41]. These studies show that group tracking allows spread-
ing the burden of collecting data, facilitating support and curiosity but also
awareness and coordination between group members [41,42]. These systems also
support gaining insights into the relationship between the experiences of individ-
uals in the group. An example is the DreamCatcher project [41] where parents
wanted to learn about the relationship between their children’s sleep and their
own. Once placed in a social context and made visible (e.g. through wearables),
self-tracking becomes social and triggers changes in social dynamics and commu-
nication, as observed by Häkkilä et al. [20] where individual busyness level was
represented in a necklace worn in the workplace. To this end, social self-tracking
serves as awareness support [33].
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2.3 Identification of Collaboration Aspects to Self-Track

Epstein et al.’s [17] model distinguishes consecutive stages in the tracking pro-
cess: deciding to track and selecting tools (preparation stage in Li et al.’s [29]
model), tracking and acting, integration and reflection, and lapsing of tracking
(that may later be resumed). Each stage entails specific opportunities and chal-
lenges. The initial preparation stage [29] focuses on identifying relevant tracking
aspects (what to track?) and the tools used for tracking these (how to track?),
guided by the motivation for collecting the data (why tracking?). As well as other
stages, preparation can be user-driven in case the responsibility for the choices
is on the user, or system-driven, which provides user guidance [29]. Motivation
for tracking is not limited to behavioral change but may also stem from curios-
ity, desire to learn about others or desire for awards [17]. Only a few studies
in the field of personal informatics focus on this foundational stage (60 out of
523 publications in the review by Epstein et al. [16]). Existing literature mostly
addresses the barriers related to the choice of the self-tracking tool. There is
limited knowledge on design opportunities in this stage beyond the flexibility
of the tools configuration [15,16]. Kim et al. [25] have addressed these barriers
by inviting participants to freely define a phenomena (productivity) in a diary
study. This approach allows to inductively identify what constitutes the phe-
nomena of interest. Authors indicate high variability in terms of entry numbers,
yet challenges and participants’ perceptions related to the metrics selection are
not reported. Another approach to facilitate the start of self-tracking is self-
experimentation, a specific form of self-tracking that consists of creating and
testing hypotheses on the effect of small behavior change [13]. Individuals are
invited to think of causal relations between variables, looking at a specific goal
for self-improvement. For example, can they imagine factors that influence their
productivity and make progressive variations in these factors?

Overall, why would one want to promote the practice of self-tracking collab-
oration at work? Similar to reflection-in-action, self-trackers “learn about their
behavior and make changes to their practices while they collect and integrate
data” [17]. Tracking collaboration can contribute to enhancing the collaboration
experience and promote self-regulation within a team. Designing self-tracking
technologies for collaboration is, however, challenging when it is unclear which
types of data are relevant to individuals and work teams and what is relevant
and acceptable to display on a group level. In this paper, we contribute insights
into how knowledge workers envision metrics for their collaboration experience,
what personal, social, and organizational considerations surround collecting and
sharing this data. We discuss how these insights inform the design of self-tracking
technologies for collaboration.

3 Method

This study examines what aspects of collaboration are meaningful to office work-
ers. To explore their collaboration experiences, we conducted a qualitative study
focusing on the preparation stage in Li et al.’s [29] 5-stages model of personal
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informatics (Epstein et al. [17] refer to it as’deciding to track and selecting
tools’), which occurs before people start collecting information.

3.1 Participants

Fifteen participants (six men, nine women, aged 25 to 41, with eight different
nationalities) from a single HCI research team participated in this study in
March 2022. They were recruited via convenience sampling. All participants
hold a university degree and work in an office environment, 2-3 persons share an
office. Their work is highly collaborative and interdisciplinary by nature (e.g.,
planning, study execution, designing solutions, publications and grant proposals,
teaching and organizing team life). The team had 5 main projects during data
collection. Remote work is common for 1-2 days per week, and the days are not
synchronized within the team. Remote, hybrid, and face-to-face interactions are
equally frequent. All participants provided informed consent, and the study has
been conducted in compliance with the ethics guidelines of the authors’ host
institution.

3.2 Procedure

Each participant received a notebook (Fig. 1) with these instructions: Some peo-
ple track their step count to improve their level of physical activity. Some people
track their sleeping time and quality to improve their health. Some people track
their spending to improve their financial security. These are just a few exam-
ples of self-tracking activities aimed at improving one’s life. What if you aim at
improving teamwork with your colleagues? What could you self-track to inform
your collaboration experience? This is your collaboration notebook. Write down
any element that you deem meaningful to understand the experience of collabo-
ration. There is no right or wrong answer. Do not worry about the feasibility of
actually tracking them so far. You can, of course, start writing down elements
right away, yet we advise you to take your time and come up with elements dur-
ing the week as you reflect on teamwork and interactions. P.S. Nobody will read
what you write here - even the researcher.

Fig. 1. Examples of collaboration notebooks shared with the participants’ consent.
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Literature indicates that many people engage in self-tracking with a partic-
ular goal in mind (e.g., increasing physical activity, keeping a budget) [17]. For
our study, we intended to recruit people independently of any goal; we did thus
not recruit people who specifically intended to improve their collaborations. Goal
orientation was mentioned in the instructions under the form of several examples.

We conducted individual 1-hour long semi-structured interviews two weeks
after the distribution of the notebooks. To pursue an experience-centered per-
spective on these meaningful metrics, we purposefully chose to seclude data col-
lection from the social dynamics and ensure a private and confidential setting.
The interview explored the following topics: (a) the entry points into the selected
elements of collaboration, (b) the meaningful elements and the narratives that
inspired them, (c) implications of tracking such as privacy and the impact of
such practice on the participants and their collaborations.

3.3 Data Analysis

We invited participants to verbally share the meaningful elements from their
notebooks. We transcribed the interviews. The codebook deductively builds on
the collaboration elements identified by Anderson [2], Patel et al. [40], Marek
et al. [34]. The other themes were identified deductively following the interview
questions but inductively coded regarding their content. Three coders indepen-
dently coded 4 out of 15 interviews and met to discuss and merge codes into a
common codebook. To test how clearly the categories were distinct from each
other, the coders applied this codebook to a proportion of interviews. Disagree-
ments led to refined definitions of codes, merging codes into higher level cate-
gories or addition of new codes. A last round of double-coding led to a finalized
codebook. Codebook and interview guide are provided on OSF [31].

4 Results

This section addresses our research questions. We present the analysis of the
collaboration elements elicited by the participants and which entry point they
used (RQ1). We describe participants’ reflections on collaboration triggered by
the activity (RQ2). Last, we present their perspectives on sharing and receiving
tracked data and their overall reflections on self-tracking at work (RQ3).

4.1 Collaboration Experience Elements

The exercise invited the participants to record elements of their collaboration
experience. The fifteen participants elicited 136 elements (117 unique ones) they
deemed meaningful; nine elements per person on average (Min=4, Max=21).
Most of the elements (73%) at this preparatory stage of self-tracking can be
qualified as qualitative (non-quantifiable), 27% as quantifiable. Examples of
qualitative elements are trust to delegate, flow, personal expectations, mood.
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Examples of quantifiable elements are: the number of projects successfully fin-
ished, the number of interactions, the number of opinions shared, the number
of eye contacts. Participants identified elements that fell into five topical groups
(Table 1). The most prominent categories of the elements elicited in the study
are task-oriented, individual-oriented, and relation-oriented. Spatial and tem-
poral elements were also evoked, revealing the impact of synchronicity and the
work environment on collaboration experiences.

Table 1. Meaningful collaboration aspects elicited in the study

Group Subgroup Examples of collaboration aspects elicited in the study

Task-orientation Contribution to task Speaking time during a meeting, N of mistakes found by a
teammate

Outcome of the task N of projects successfully finished, KPI (N of articles published),
result quality

Productivity/Efficiency Flow, focus on planned tasks, improvements, meeting efficiency,
N of meetings useless/relevant, N of people in a meeting

Relation-orientation Interdependency of
collaborators

Learning from each other, trust to delegate, reciprocity of help

Values, norms,
attitudes

Impact of hierarchy, transparency, discrimination, inequalities,
the required level of diplomacy

Individual-orientation Emotions and feelings Mood, emotions, hormones, level of tiredness, frustration, regret,
feeling overwhelmed, stress/physical state, level of fun, N of
laughs, impact of personality, awkwardness

Psychological needs Feeling useless, belonging, feeling in sync, connectedness, level of
competence, level of autonomy

Time-orientation Deadlines respected, scheduling, time spent efficiently, time
pressure, time spent collaborating/availability for collaboration,
time overlap, time spent preparing a meeting, (a)synchronicity of
work

Space-orientation Space connection (door open/closed), space structure, impact of
space (informal collaboration vs focused work)

Task-Oriented Elements. Task-oriented elements refer to the process, pro-
ductivity, and outcome of collaboration. They include quantifiable achievements
(e.g., performance indicators specific to the work field) and less tangible factors
such as (perceived) efficiency and focus on the goals to achieve. Among these
elements, a participant mentioned how collaboration improved the quality of
outputs (“It increased the quality [...] of what we created”, P10). Another par-
ticipant elicited this quality as a trackable element in terms of “evaluation of the
result, improvements I could bring to improve collaboration” (P7).

Relation-Oriented Elements. Participants elicited several metrics referring
to interpersonal relations. The value of mutual learning in collaboration and
the importance of complementary contributions was mentioned as a potential
element to self-track, “I enjoyed that I get to learn from her, she gets to learn from
me” (P5). Another meaningful element mentioned was the impact of hierarchy on
collaboration. It was evoked as impacting the processes (“X is my manager and
some things need his approval” (P8), and also as a factor potentially hindering
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collaboration: “ideally, whether you have a certain position or a certain gender
or age, [it] would not matter about the role that you have in the collaboration”
(P8).

Individual-Oriented Elements. Elements of this group cover personal
aspects of experience. Emotions, positive or negative, were frequent indicators
mentioned by the participants. Fun and frustration were both deemed meaning-
ful to track, and also used as entry point into eliciting elements. Participants for
instance reflected on frustration by linking it to its source: “I think it was a point
of frustration that led me to writing this down: an optimal way of contacting each
team member seems different [laughs]” (P15). Certain elements evoke the psy-
chological needs of collaborators, such as feeling competent or vice versa (“when
in a collaboration situation, I don’t see how I can contribute anything useful”,
P1) or connectedness when realizing “we have the same problems” (P2).

Temporal-Oriented and Spatial-Oriented Elements. As the study focuses
on a specific human experience, no surprise that the elements identified as time-
oriented also fall into other categories, mainly adding a temporal axis to the
experience measurement. For example, “time spent preparing a meeting” is a
time investment to work on a task (“If I prepare a meeting, the fact that I
do it, just 5min, makes the meeting feel more productive”, P3). The ratio of
time invested as compared to the outputs generated or synchronicity between
team members are key representatives of this temporal orientation: “it was asyn-
chronous and made me waste time”, P2; “A meeting that lasts two hours and
doesn’t bring much to the table - the ratio isn’t great in terms of efficiency. You
have very short but very productive meetings too. The ratio of time spent - [we
should] try to optimize as much as possible”, P7.

Space-related elements reveal the impact of the environment on the collab-
oration experience. It was mentioned as having the potential to improve team
availability (“the office doors that we open so that everyone can come and ask
for things”, P11), facilitate collaboration (“IT department has 10 people in the
common space. When I ask them to fix my laptop, [...] they are having this direct
collaboration to solve my problem”, P4) or focused work mode (“space rules or
how we just separate the focus task where we don’t need to collaborate and the
task where we need to collaborate. On the other hand, living together in the shared
office triggers a lot of jokes” (P2).

Mapping Causal Assumptions. When eliciting elements of collaboration,
participants spontaneously drew causal relations between some of them. Sev-
eral elements were repeatedly connected with others, namely: (a) organizational
alignment (of roles, processes, outcomes), (b) disposition to collaborate, (c)
(meeting) efficiency, (d) shared feeling, (e) (a)synchronicity of work. For instance,
clarity of expectations, roles, deliverables, timeline, and vision, as well as shared
feelings foster alignment. However, asynchronous work on collaborative tasks
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may hinder it: it is easier to deviate from goals established together; efficiency
is thus decreased. Meanwhile, coordination efforts positively impact efficiency.
We represent the connections in a network graph published on OSF [31].

Elements Viewed as Unique and Common. Out of all elicited elements,
we prompted participants to identify those they imagined were common to other
participants versus those they thought were unique (elicited only by them). Ele-
ments deemed unique include the number of work interruptions, the trust to del-
egate tasks, the cultural diversity within a team, or the autonomy given to others
in a collaboration. Elements identified as common within the team refer to emo-
tional aspects (number of laughs, frustration), communication aspects (number
of interactions, conflict management), and organizational or task-related aspects
(performance objectives and outcomes). Having analyzed the data from all par-
ticipants, we could see whether elements identified as unique or common were
indeed so. Many participants elicited the same elements (e.g., frustration, perfor-
mance objectives, outcomes, uncertainty). Some “unique” elements were elicited
once (e.g., autonomy given to others, cultural diversity). Yet, others were shared
by more respondents (e.g., number of work interruptions, results of collabora-
tion).

4.2 Entry Points to Collaboration Elements

As they received only one generic reminder, participants relied on intrinsic trig-
gers to elicit elements. Findings show three main strategies adopted by the partic-
ipants to define the meaningful elements they would track: (a) conceptual-based
(i.e., the participant selected a metric a priori, based on their conceptualization
of collaboration, N=8), (b) event-based (i.e., something happened that caused
the participant to elicit a metric, N=13), and (c) time-based (i.e., the participant
decided to track something at regular intervals, N=2).

Many expressed that it was challenging to start the elicitation (“at the begin-
ning, I had a hard time thinking about what is collaboration and what is not?”,
P11). Therefore, in most cases they started with conceptual questions about
meaningful collaboration experiences. Unsurprisingly, a very common reflection
was “What is (good) collaboration?”. Vocabulary also played a role: although
some participants used concepts like “coordination”, “cooperation”, or “collab-
oration” interchangeably, others made a finer distinction: e.g. “Cooperating is
helping someone to achieve their goal. Whereas in collaboration first of all - a
common goal and everyone contributes more or less equally” (P7).

Second, emotions were often indicators of a “critical incident” (P2) and a
point of an event-based entry. Addressing what caused a specific emotion allowed
participants to identify meaningful elements at the root:“Anytime I felt an emo-
tion, I was like ’ok, it has to be meaningful because it makes me react emo-
tionally’” (P2). The feeling of being unproductive is another event-based entry
point: “What did I just do during the time [I collaborated] that made me feel
unproductive?” (P3). Interactions with colleagues incited our participants to
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reflect on the task: “It was interactions. I think each time we had something
in the office, I was like ’oh maybe this is a moment to write something’” (P5).
Finally, participants also tried a more formal time-based approach: “I tried to
use a formal approach, how many minutes or how many interactions we had. I
can’t say I was very strict on that” (P6). Routines also played a temporal role
in writing down collaboration elements: “This little tool [the notebook] actually
helped a lot, because it’s quite a unique design on my desk. I have a habit of
cleaning my desk every day. When I clean, I pick it up to see the things that I
write, and then I add something” (P4). Writing attitudes varied. For instance,
P4 was writing once per day or more often, while P14 wrote 2 times - once a
week after a work meeting. Many participants highlighted that they carried the
notebook with them during the work hours.

4.3 Preparing to Track as a Trigger to Reflection

Participants described how privately taking notes of their experiences led to
in-depth reflections about their role and perspective on collaboration. Most par-
ticipants shared that the exercise made them more reflective of how they collabo-
rate. It led to introspection, illustrated by quotes such as: “How do I feel and how
do I make others feel during the collaboration, how does it impact the results?”,
P15; “What do I do at work - do I collaborate or do I cooperate?”, P7. One
person was surprised by how many negative incidents they noted and how much
their mood impacted their collaboration. Another participant spoke about their
awakened sense of agency: “Before, I was passively accepting collaboration, as
natural. [With the notebook] I asked myself: what is my role in collaboration?”,
P4. One person shared how the notebook exercise led them to actively address
their frustration:“I wrote down “frustration” and “uncertainty”. And by writing
down those words [...] I thought: well, you have to act” (P2). Over the course of
the interviews, the participants spontaneously verbalized what they perceive as
good or bad collaboration (“For a good collaboration, it definitely should be a set
of rules, at least partly mutually understandable”, P6), what are the conditions
for optimal collaboration (“For me, the best collaboration is always just with
one other person”, P1), what is their priority in collaboration (e.g., outcome:
“Whether you like it or not, whether it’s frustrating or not, you just have to
suffer through it”, P5) or what it means to be a good collaborator (“If you want
to be a really good collaborator, it’s also being more sensitive to everybody else in
the room. [...] Then ideally you can adapt a little bit your behavior so that people
feel better”, P1). Some conflicting outlooks on collaboration transpired: while
one participant voiced a preference for synchronous work (P11), another stated
that they consider asynchronous work more efficient and they make efforts to
reduce meetings (P10). However, these participants did not work on the same
project.

Participants spoke about the importance of accounting for factors indirectly
related to collaboration, like mood or fatigue: “If you haven’t slept the whole
week and then you’re trying to work on the project with someone, whatever they
say will annoy you”, P5; “I had a little clash with [my partner], and it put me
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in a bad mood. It followed me the whole day and I could feel that in all the
collaborative situations. I was very critical, I was criticizing everything”, P1.

Besides pragmatic considerations, participants also reflected on how to
improve collaboration, e.g., by taking distance (“an emotion is an indicator if the
collaboration works, but it wouldn’t help find the solution. Taking distance and
understanding why I felt that way - this is what would help”, P11), empathizing
(“By enhancing empathy towards each other, because that would create a better-
shared goal and vision”, P9), being attentive to diverse interests (“We should be
careful that we don’t forget about different needs in our team. If we are aware of
these biases, that’s already a big step ahead”, P8).

Some reflections indicate that when measuring experience, one should be
mindful of the desired outcomes. For example, while “shared values” is fre-
quently elicited as a desirable element of collaboration, participant P6 questions
the extent to which this should be achieved: “Should every collaboration finish
with united feelings towards something or not?” (P6). Furthermore, constancy
of performance as a potential metric is questioned: “In collaboration, you can’t
feel engaged equally at all times with everything” (P15).

4.4 Sharing and Receiving Data About Collaboration

Despite collaboration being a highly interpersonal topic, many of the elements
elicited by participants were personal. We asked the participants about their
attitude towards sharing the tracked information with their teammates. Most of
them expressed an initial reservation about sharing their data and some ques-
tioned the value of doing so, “I can but I can’t see any added value” (P6) and the
shortcoming of self-tracking to reflect collaboration comprehensively, “the moni-
toring aspect is unlikely to reflect the complexity of collaboration” (P10). Sharing
is, however, also perceived as a way to “understand the team better” (P12), check
the alignment around shared values (“It could be a way to see if we all value the
same things or see moments as collaborative”, P12) and eventually improve the
collaboration experience for all. On several occasions our participants expressed
their interest in comparing their notes with those of their teammates: “I think
it would help me to learn better to read how other people live the situation”, P1,
“it would be nice to check in with people that I collaborated with to see if we have
similarity in our notes, how their collaboration with me felt. So I would under-
stand better what I can do to work better with them”, P15. Tracked data from
others can also serve as a source of self-regulation: “I’d like to know from peo-
ple who worked with me how they think we’re working together. I’m thinking of
me as being this organized person but maybe I’m disorganized and it’s a mess”,
P5. Emotions were considered sensitive, and participants thought of curating
what could be shared: “I would not share strong emotions and something a per-
son cannot change”, P1,“I would not share frustration parts, to not create bad
feelings in the team”, P5. On the positive side, sharing and receiving tracked
information was perceived as a less confrontational way of giving feedback to
a teammate (“I’d like to know because definitely there’s something bad to fix”,
P13) or even avoiding group pressure (“If they follow because it’s the group effect,
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or are they really in agreement with the decisions that were chosen”, P14). It
is also seen as an opportunity to re-calibrate the collaboration, identify imbal-
ances, and achieve better goal alignment. Our participants envision data sharing
as a prompt to speak up about negative aspects and encourage positive feed-
back (“Tracking compliments I receive from colleagues, I realized the impact of
small acts of kindness and gave more compliments in return”, P2). They believe
the data would reveal how present people are in a collaborative situation and
thus revise their involvement. Last, participants pointed out that such data may
support healthy group dynamics by revising the social graph of interactions.

Among the disadvantages, the participants evoked risks of misinterpretation
of their inputs within the group (“people are always taking things personally
[laughs]. It could really create tension”, P6). They emphasized the difficulty of
receiving and processing critique: “On the one hand, I think it would be some-
thing important for each of us to know, on the other hand, it’s very painful to
be criticized. To find a way that’s not insulting, that just helps you grow without
feeling bad, that would be quite nice, because you want people’s feedback, but at
the same time, you’re afraid of it” (P1). Besides, factors out of the collabora-
tors’ control may impact the metrics. This might lead to situations in which it
is unclear what exactly is measured (“Do the people look at each other to enrich
this moment of collaboration or just because they don’t like each other?”, P12).
Sharing negative experiences also raised concerns about repercussions (“I would
consider sharing only if there is a realistic chance to change [the situation]”,
P10), which is why some participants stated that they would “maybe not share
the exact experience, but come up with a suggestion on how to make it better or
at least make another person aware that something is not working out for me”
(P15). According to a participant, if tracked data is made available to everyone,
it may turn into an inappropriate performance objective. The relations between
positive feeling and collaboration experience (“collaboration doesn’t necessarily
need to give the most positive feelings to everyone involved for it to be good”,
P10) or the consequence of fostering comparison (“it was a little bit of pressure.
If you compare yourself to the others, that’s not really the point”, P14; “People
will force themselves to do many things to prove that they have collaborated a
lot”, P12) were challenged. Sharing data about group members’ experiences can
be perceived as a burden if it calls for an over-personalized approach to collab-
oration: “If everyone does this [shares the data], so what? Are we going to have
a tailored approach to work with everyone?”, P5.

4.5 Reflections on Self-Tracking at Work

We asked the participants to envision how they could track the identified collab-
oration elements. While selecting these elements, some showed concern about
the feasibility of tracking them. They emphasized the importance of external
and contextual factors (“tracking some aspects not related to collaboration but
to me in order to learn more about correlation/causality”, P2, “I would track
how tired I am to control why I feel frustrated while collaborating”, P5). The
participants concluded that some elements could be tracked automatically (e.g.,
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number of messages exchanged, distributed tasks, clues of synchronicity in agen-
das). Yet, several team members raised doubts about automated tracking from
an accuracy or validity perspective (“sensors might be misleading”, P9), but
also for social dynamics (“If someone perceives something that is relevant to me,
I trust them to share it with me, I don’t want my work reduced to these types
of metrics”, P10). Moreover, since power and hierarchy too play a role in the
work context, they may challenge the implications for data tracking and sharing
(“lack of transparency annoys me and creates some problems about expectation
management”, P2, “you cannot say that because they are the bosses”, P13).

Participants identified opportunities for semi-automated tracking, imagining
how technology would support collaboration improvement: “a sort of button,
the more you turn one way, the more you feel positive, the other way - nega-
tive, something that is not too present”, P7. Such measures with regular self (or
group) evaluation would allow the group to see trends over time and take action if
improvement is needed. Envisioned tracking frequency varied from hourly mea-
surements (to “see the reality that is closer to truth”, P2) to once a day or
event-based. The granularity of the tracking frequency was highly dependent on
the element tracked. Another requirement highlighted by our participants was
the unobtrusive nature of experience tracking (“It doesn’t interrupt you, it’s in
the environment but lets you collaborate”, P7).

Participants identified several advantages and limitations related to the free
paper format: portability, physical presence acting as a reminder, and flexibil-
ity. Criticism was mostly related to the lack of onboarding potential or effort
that would be needed to format it for systematic tracking. Among technological
mediators, one participant envisioned “an app in line with your calendar. For
each meeting, the app will automatically start and give you an alert - what you
think of that? It might be annoying, but it can get a lot of data rigorously”, P9.
Another participant imagined an ephemeral data visualization that the team
would access after collaboration: “We have this shared pop-up. We write our
feedback, and then it disappears forever. So no one else can read it. It’s just you
and me or a group project. You would have to think more about the format: who
can read what I said about you? Who can read what I said about the group?”, P5.
Another idea was a tracking artifact, for example, to measure frustration level,
“every time you get frustrated, you tap on it, and you distort it. Finally, you look
with your colleagues if today you have all deformed it a lot, then perhaps you
have the same experience of collaboration. Whereas if there’s one all dented, the
other one is all clean, you can say, we may not have experienced things in the
same way”, P14. Comparing the app with the notebook, multiple participants
saw potential in prompting, “The app can be smart and give regular updates. It
can remind me that I need to do something to make this collaboration better, and
this thing [notebook] cannot”, P9.
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5 Discussion

In this contribution, we explored what aspects of collaboration are meaningful to
a team of office workers via a qualitative study focusing on the preparation stage
in Li et al.’s [29] model of personal informatics. The main categories of elements
distinguished are in line with prior literature, supporting the opportunities to
differentiate between individual, relational, and task-oriented levels, as well as
map them on space and time axes [2,34,40]. Our findings emphasize a prevalence
of task-related aspects in the collaboration elements elicited by participants, with
nonetheless a significant proportion of individual and relational elements deemed
essential to understand and reflect on collaboration experiences. Most of the
elements were qualitative and hence harder to quantify and track, especially in
an automated fashion. In practice, this implies a user-driven data collection [29]
which has the advantage of empowering and stimulating but can also be a burden
to report frequent events. It is worth looking at how tracking devices can support
hybrid scenarios combining user-driven and system-driven data collection.

5.1 Onboarding to Self-Tracking

Our findings highlighted opportunities and challenges related to tracking collab-
oration experiences. Participants described how privately taking notes of their
experiences already led to deep reflections about their role and perspective on
teamwork. This is a known benefit of self-tracking [17]. However, it can also be a
source of negativity [1]: in some cases, it exacerbated friction as negative feelings
were now on paper rather than fading from memory.

The entry points and the vagueness of some metrics selected by the partici-
pants indicate that most people require support to guide their thought process
from collaboration experiences or behaviors to operational metrics that can be
self-tracked. In this process, the type of metrics to track (what to track?), the
number of metrics to track (how many to track?), the temporality of reporting an
entry (when to track?), and the triangulation (how to combine metrics to uncover
causality links and make sense of the data?) enter into play. With his CoSensUs
framework, Toebosch [48] proposes a guided way to operationalize collaboration
experiences into metrics (that can be tracked by sensors). As a potential entry
point, the framework prompts participants to define experiences, translate them
into “observable” behaviors or events before selecting relevant tracking devices.
This prevents unsuccessful onboarding to self-tracking and cascading barriers in
subsequent stages [29]. In our study, the conceptual-based onboarding could be
conducted within a team, deciding together what is meaningful in their collab-
oration and what scope to adopt. Some elements elicited as meaningful do not
stem from collaboration directly. However, beyond accounting for the contextual
factors, tracking them will make participants more engaged in the practice of
self-tracking and enable them to benefit from it [36]. Many participants sponta-
neously shared their assumptions of causality between the elicited metrics. This
reveals the opportunity to develop this study with a self-experimenting outlook
[13,23] and allow participants to test their hypotheses about connections. Some
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of the connections assumed by our participants are supported by existing liter-
ature (e.g., the impact of uncertainty on collaboration [4]).

5.2 Implications for Sharing Tracked Data Within a Team

Given the social nature of collaboration, multiple actors shape the experience
of the collaborating group. Sharing individual members’ experience data might
help the group improve their collaboration. Among the elements suggested by
the participants, many were rather personal. Participants had mixed feelings
about sharing their data. They imagined that tracking and disclosing data could
support awareness and problem-solving within the team, echoing the results of
[20,44]. It can also be an opportunity to share information with others indirectly
(e.g., when one does not dare to speak up). This observation resonates with a
study on family informatics [41] where “children appreciated being able to self-
report through (the device) and share information with others without having
an explicit conversation.” Sharing information was described as “uncomfort-
able but providing opportunities of shared accountability.” While the context
is different, the family and workplace environments share a group focus with
interdependencies (see “ripple effect” in [42]) and power relations between indi-
viduals. In this regard, data can enter into play as a mediator of relations [20],
serve as a support for one’s point of view, and facilitate collaborative tracking
[37]. Moreover, self-reflection promoted through self-tracking may lead to better
group awareness (’we-awareness’ in Tenenberg et al. [47]): a group may achieve a
clearer outlook on shared intentionality and decode each other’s actions to sup-
port collaborative behavior. Group awareness, in turn, guides the collaboration
process and can stimulate members to regulate their behaviors and adjust their
strategies [8]. Conversely, our participants also voiced concerns about the possi-
ble adverse consequences of sharing information at work, which calls for special
attention when designing tracking technologies [38]. A work environment is a
place where surveillance can present risks for individuals. It is thus important to
account for potential self-censoring (i.e. not reporting unwanted data - similar
to the concern [32] about reporting emotions inappropriate to the workspace)
or alienation from oneself in the event of self-disclosure [27]. Collectively defin-
ing what to track may mitigate these risks. Additionally, sharing the data on
a group level as same/different from one’s own and moving from prescriptive
visualization may be a discreet way to handle the risk of disclosing sensitive
data. Previous work highlighted the direct influence of privacy concerns on the
intention to use tracking devices [24,38]. While the social perspective of personal
informatics is often seen as a motivating space to proudly share achievements in
the private sphere [17], data tracking at work is a different case, however able
to stimulate discussions [20].

Besides the risks of the data dissemination itself, quantification of behavior
at the workplace from the perspective of group-tracking may introduce nega-
tive consequences. Metrics diverted from their primary use can lead to work
pressure or detrimental organizational / performance standards or social norms.
Researchers in the community, therefore, advocate for a focus on the qualitative
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(“qualitative self”), whose insights would benefit sense-making and behavioral
change over time [9].

5.3 Towards Group-Tracking

Although our study focused on individuals reflecting on collaborative practices,
we also gained insights into group-tracking compared to the widespread prac-
tice of self-tracking. Certain aspects of people’s experiences and behaviors are
impacted by other people in the private sphere [42] and in the professional one.
Group tracking is an emerging trend in PI in recent years [16,42] and is a valu-
able opportunity for collective sense-making [9] in interpersonal contexts such
as collaboration. On the one hand, an aggregated cohort data sharing may pro-
mote social discovery of common experiences [18], which were deemed essential
for several participants. On the other hand, group-tracking would ideally dif-
fer from the simple aggregation of data from individuals, but adequate trackable
group elements remain to be identified. This is both to avoid the aforementioned
risks and to yield shared accountability and reflection on collaboration. Making
privacy-sensitive design choices is a way forward: the most straightforward app-
roach is to aggregate the data or show high-level visualizations. More elaborated
tracking strategies could focus on the group as an entity. A challenge here is that
group-level data can be harder to understand, especially when presented as an
overlay of individual data [41].

Our study showed much diversity in the participants’ outlooks. Some
appeared less convinced of the usefulness and benefits of tracking collabora-
tion. Co-design methods can unveil the values and needs of people prior to
the tracking [14,41]. Open-ended tracking kits [6,14,49] might bring advantages
over solutions supporting one scenario only. Another concrete design implication,
aligned with Pina et al.’s [41] study on family tracking, is that tracking devices
should support the non-involvement or disengagement of a team member while
“avoiding disruptions for the rest of the group.”

Finally, two key challenges relate to collaboration as an area of investiga-
tion. First, the elements elicited seem more complex and multi-faceted than
the variables commonly tracked in the personal informatics literature. Design-
ing technologies to track collaboration would involve reducing the complexity of
these experiences to simpler measurable units. Not enclosing ourselves in a self-
tracking approach, future research could explore other design solutions than data
tracking. Second, tracked data in personal informatics often have a short-term
use [45], whereas collaboration processes have a long time-span.

5.4 Tracking Collaboration Experiences: Design Implications

The insights gathered through our study are preliminary steps to identify design
requirements for self-tracking collaboration tools and methods. Building on our
data and prior work, we summarize implications for design, particularly relevant
to improve the - currently under-researched - way personal informatics technolo-
gies support the self-tracking preparation stage [15,17,29].
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– Supporting onboarding into the practice of tracking by providing a framework
or method for participants to transform experience goals into operational
measures that can realistically be tracked [48].

– Moving from self-tracking to group-tracking. To reflect the social nature of
collaboration, participants together identify and negotiate meaningful and
operational metrics providing relevant insights into the collaboration. Tech-
nologies for group-tracking are currently under-explored [8].

– Supporting participants in selecting metrics and tracking devices that are
non-obtrusive to the work activities and collaboration flow (see 4.5).

– Respecting consent and privacy: obtaining opt-in consent by all participants
before starting a tracking initiative (also see data proportionality in aware-
ness systems [35]); supporting ways of sharing and visualizing the data that
accounts for participants’ privacy concerns [20].

– Integrating the iterative nature of tracking within self-tracking technologies.
This enables teams to learn from and re-calibrate their metrics [17] during
their collaboration journey.

– Supporting collaborative sense-making as a socially embedded practice to
facilitate mutual awareness [37] and heading towards qualitative-focused
approaches, aka the qualitative-self [9].

– Supporting perception of the data as secondary to the lived experience:
tracked data is not absolute truth, support the user to trust their experi-
ence. See “beautiful seems” in awareness systems [35].

5.5 Limitations and Future Work

Our study entails some limitations. First, we sampled a single team from a
unique work domain and with a high level of education, limiting our results’
generalizability. Despite mitigation precautions, the use of convenience sampling
involving participants known to the researchers could impact the results. An
opportunity is to extend the research to professional teams in a variety of fields.
Second, we focused purposefully on the preparation stage (i.e., getting ready
to track data [29] and identifying tracking elements [12]). While this narrow
scope allows an in-depth inquiry, there are logical intricacies between identifying
tracking elements and the actual act of self-tracking, which the present study
does not account for. Individuals gain awareness of their data needs and adjust
their tracking aspects continuously by tracking and reflecting on their data [43].
Third, by choosing to distribute individual booklets to participants and invit-
ing them to note their meaningful collaboration elements, we collected mostly
individual perspectives on a shared experience.

A follow-up study will invite participants to define and negotiate collab-
oration elements to track within their team, thus elevating the group as the
primary level of analysis. To explore how privacy boundaries are redefined via
self-tracking practice in the work context, we will conduct a co-design work-
shop using an open-ended sensor kit as a research probe. Finally, we will explore
existing tensions surrounding the ethics of tracking technologies at the office [46]
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through design fiction and open the design space by exploring possible solutions
for measuring collaboration experiences beyond self/group tracking.

6 Conclusion

We conducted a study focusing on the preparation stage of self-tracking with
fifteen knowledge workers. We invited participants to manually elicit meaningful
collaboration elements over a 2-weeks period, before conducting semi-structured
interviews about their experience. As emphasized by Li et al. [29], “effective
personal informatics systems help users collect the necessary personal informa-
tion for insightful reflection.” Our empirical study contributes insights into how
employees envision metrics for reflecting their collaboration experience; and what
personal, social, and organizational considerations are involved when collecting
and sharing this data. Identified metrics fall into topical categories (individual-,
relational-, task-related and space/time). Most metrics at this stage are hard
to quantify, which calls for onboarding support and user-driven approach to
tracking. Knowing which aspects of collaboration are meaningful and how this
information should be shared, contributes valuable insights to designing self-
tracking technologies for the work context. Our design implications concern the
preparation stage of PI [17,29], one of the least supported in the current techno-
logical landscape [15]. We invite the community to pursue this timely research
on the opportunities, challenges, and risks of (self-)tracking technologies for col-
laboration, in order to support employees’ needs and values in an ethical way.
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